Whale Done – Corner Pocket Card
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To order any of the supplies used in this tutorial contact me at sharon@inkup.us or shop with
me here!
Supplies:
 Stamps: Whale Done #158315
 Ink: Calypso Coral #147101, Just Jade #153115, Bumblebee #153116, Memento Black
#132708
 Paper: Just Jade #153079, Basic White #159276, Pool Party #122924
 Designer Paper: Whale of a Time #152460,
 Tools & Accessories: Whale Punch #152699, Shimmer Crystal Effects #150892, Black
Dimensionals #150893, Multipurpose Liquid Glue #110755, Tear & Tape Adhesive
#138995
 Other:
Measurements:
 Card Base: Just Jade: 5 ½ x 4 ¼, 4 ¼ x 3 ¼ for the Insert Base, 3 ¼ square cut corner
to corner to make a triangle
 Cardstock #2: Basic White 3 x 3-15/16 (basically just take a sliver off a 3 x 4)
 Cardstock #3: Pool Party scrap for whale
 Designer Series Paper: (Be aware of pattern direction on DSP before you cut or adhere)
Base layer 5 ¼ x 4, Insert Layer 4 ½ x 3 score ½ inch down from top, 3 in square – if
paper has direction, cut from top left corner to bottom right corner to form a triangle.
Instructions:
 Attach DSP card layer to Just Jade card base and set aside.
 Attach DSP triangle to cardstock triangle, paying attention to direction of the DSP if it
has it. Then using Mono Liquid Glue or Tear and Tape on just the corner edges only,
attach the triangle to the bottom left of the card base to form a pocket.



Stamp sentiment below the score line, on the top left corner of the Insert Layer of the
DSP and stamp the Inside Layer of the Basic White as desired. Put adhesive on the
back side of the scored flap of the Insert Layer of DSP and attach it to the back side of
the top of the Basic White. Then attach that whole piece of Basic White to the Inside
Just Jade panel.



Using Memento Ink stamp the whale on Pool Party card stock scrap and punch out.
Attach whale to front of card using black dimensionals and coat the black parts of the
whale with the Shimmer Crystal Effects and let dry.



Slip the card insert into the corner pocket and you’re all set.



Optional: If there isn’t enough room to write your message on the insert, you can
attach a piece of 3x4 Basic White to the back of the insert and if that isn’t enough room,
you can add a piece of 5 ¼ x 4 Basic White to the back of the whole card.

